A decentralized stream-to-earn
Music-fi & NFT Musicverse

stream to earn™

Grow FINANCIALLY enjoying the MUSIC
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Summary
GrooveUP is a decentralized music platform
that will power the next chapter of
disruption in the music industry! GrooveUP
has created a new ecosystem where Music
Makers, Content Creators, Service
Providers, Tastemakers, Innovators,
Influencers and Investors will move in sync,
collaborate, set mutual goals, and generate
wealth!

GrooveUP is more than a music app,
GrooveUP is more than a music community.
GrooveUP is built by music lovers, music
creators and music collaborators. Built by
those who represent music lovers, who
empathise, experience, live and breathe the
same music-filled energy. Built by those who
know intimately, what is required to create
that one single central space where music

people can Consume, Create, Collaborate,
Communicate and Co-exist. GrooveUP is
building The Musicverse, a place for
passionate Gen Y and Gen Z music lovers,
a place, where music lives, breaths and
evolves. GrooveUP is the Blockchainpowered disruptor built from a white paper
that mirrors all that was woven into the
quintessential DNA’s of Backplane,
MySpace, Crypto, and Equity Management.
Visualize a world where musicians and their
hardcore fan groups join forces, grow and
make money together! Influencers and
service providers can create content and
earn a share of the social media streaming
revenues. Innovators, tastemakers and

investors can buy stakes in music projects
and have a share in the profits from
streaming, merchandise, touring and
publishing. In 2022 the hottest topic of
conversation at social gatherings and
dinner parties will be Music Investment
Portfolios! Stakeholders will have GrooveUP
profiles that include personal Shareholder
Smart Wallets in which they can track the
share price of their investments in realtime, withdraw profits, trade assets and
manage portfolios. GrooveUP provides
musical artists and music streaming
platforms with smart contract managed
tools to help artists engage, tokenize and
monetize their music through the activity of

Summary
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Summary
GrooveUP will integrate the content of
Spotify, Apple Music, Tidal, YouTube Music,
(and other music streaming platforms)
debuting the only fan-rewards platform
and artists-fan marketplace serving all of
the major global music streaming platforms
(collectively boasting over 400 million
subscribers). GrooveUP will allow fans to
purchase Artist Tokens of some of the
world's biggest, most popular recording

artists, (including the likes of Swae-Lee,
Tems, Drake, Wizkid and Davido), as well as
seed invest in the Artist Tokens of budding
and promising undiscovered artists
worldwide. 

Artists Tokens bought on GrooveUP allow
fans to acquire shares in the music projects
of their favourite artists and purchase
merchandise, NFTs, and event tickets. Each
recording artist is tokenized based on his/

her level of popularity and made available
to fans who can buy, hold, earn and trade
one artist token for the other on the
decentralized swap exchange built into the
ecosystem. All transactions are recorded
via a multi-chain crypto wallet integrated
into the app, within which GrooveUP handle
all tech-related processes (like token
creation, NFT minting, etc) on behalf of all
artists and shareholders.

The Universe and the Metaverse would
have no heartbeat without the
Musicverse. GrooveUP is the Musicverse!

ABOUT GROOVEUP
App Intro

Grooveup is a decentralized blockchain-powered music sharing platform built on the
Binance smart chain that helps artists grow active fanbases and finance while rewarding
the fans for actively streaming and sharing the music using smart contract
administration. Grooveup will serve as a fan-rewards platform and artists-fan
marketplace for giant music streaming platforms like Spotify, Apple Music, Audio Mac,
etc.

How Does It Work For Artists?

$WIZKID

An artist is tokenized like stocks or NFTs

feedback directly from their fan

and then offered to fans who can invest in

community, even sampling opinions,

all music-related successes. Stakes in an

sharing unreleased songs and getting
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making.


Fans can buy a lifelong stake in an artist’s

In the same way, budding unsigned artists

future streaming revenues for a particular
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Each artist has a personalized fanbase

music and grow their fan communities.

room to enable real-time engagement with
their fans worldwide with just a click. They
can share personal messages and get

How Does It Work For GennovatorZ?
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Business Aspiration/Model
Grooveup is an application intended to

interact with the blockchain as they stream

work with existing music streaming

and share their favourite artist's music and
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earn rewards. Users do not need to learn or be

Tidal, etc. Through the GrooveUP app, users
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catalogues, which connects artists directly

Grooveup helps to bring artists and their fans

to their fans to enhance the traditional

together through the fan room created for

music streaming platforms experience
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utilizing the blockchain tokens reward

Grooveup helps artists tokenize their talent

system exclusive to Grooveup subscribers.

and manage the rewarding process of fans

Grooveup will allow music streamers to

who stream and share their music.


Business Aspiration/Model

Grooveup acts as the administrator between the artist, the music publisher, the rights
holder, and the fans (who have bought a stake in music rights). Thus ensuring that all
revenues due to investors are paid seamlessly from external DSP's

The platform is powered by the Groove token, which is the utility token of the ecosystem.

Target Audience
The target audiences are musical artists, fans, music lovers/streamers, sound engineers,
instrumentalists, producers, A&R, music publishing companies, music streaming
platforms, etc.

DEMOGRAPHICS
AGE

15 - 50
years old.

GENDER

50%
MALE

SOCIAL CLASS

50%
FEMALE

Grooveup accommodates
all social classes.

Geographical – Behavioural and Psychographic

Geography

Users

Genre/Taste:

Worldwide, starting from
Afro, American rap, Europe
and then Asia/Arabs.


Artists, fans, producers,
promoters, etc

Afro beats, rap, highlife, new
school, and generation Z kind
of music.


Market Analysis
The music industry comprises a variety of
firms, companies and individual artists.
Over the years, the market has adapted
well to the many changes. The primary
economy in the music industry has always
been profits gained from the individuals
who partake in tasks like recording,
performing, publication, and distribution of
music around the world, but no direct or
indirect reward system has been created
for fans who stream and share this music.
According to the website statista.com “In
the first quarter of 2020, the number of

music streaming subscribers worldwide
amounted to 400 million, up from just
under 305 million at the end of the first
half of 2019." Paid music streaming
subscriptions have become the norm for
many music fans, and the market has seen
consistently impressive increases in
subscriber numbers over the last few
years”. Grooveup intends to become the
first Blockchain streaming and music
sharing app to reward fans who listen,
share and subscribe to this music.

What Makes Grooveup Unique?
Fans receive rewards each time they
stream and share a song with their
crypto wallet plugged in
It is built on the Blockchain.
GrooveUP connects artists directly to
their fans, and they can send a
message, voice note, etc., to all their
fans in one place
Independent artists can raise funds
directly from their fans by offering the
fans a percentage of their streaming

earnings for life, or a specified period using
Smart contract. Investments values are
based on how the data analysis projects
the artist will perform in the futur
Artists are tokenized, and fans can trade
and speculate their fame and popularity
GrooveUP works in partnership with existing
streaming platforms like Spotify, Apple
Music, etc., to reward streamers
Grooveup also serves as a collaborative
platform for producers, instrumentalists,
artists, etc., to meet and collaborate.


What Makes Grooveup Unique?
NFT Marketplace And DEX
Grooveup will have a marketplace serving the entertainment world only.

Music Influencers Hub
In our market research, we discovered that
budding artists' that release a new song
sometimes need TikTok, Instagram and
Snapchat influencers who will make a video
of themselves grooving to this song and
sharing it on social media. However, there
is no single place to find these influencers
grouped or gathered. With the “Grooves”

story feature, fans can post videos of
themselves vibing to their favourite artists'
music and share it from Grooveup to other
social media platforms to earn.

GOALS

* To become the first stream-to-earn platform.
* To become the first Artist-Fan tokenization platform.
* To become the first Music Influencers Hub where artists can reach out to groups of
influencers to share their songs across all social media platforms.

* To onboard 1 million streamers in the first 3 months of launch.
* Using Defi and Music-fi, we will teach users how to profit from the music ecosystem.
* To have the first most viral artist in the world come out of the Grooveup platform in the
first 3 months of launch.

GROOVECOIN

Groove is a utility token that is used in the Grooveup App ecosystem which includes inMusic app currency, staking and streaming/sharing rewards.

STAKING

Currency

Governance

Streamers who stake their Groove token will be

The amount of Groove token a streamer (Groover)

Groove will be the only currency used for

rewarded with various benefits within the

holds determines the groover’s voice in the

transactions within the Grooveup ecosystem like

ecosystem like earning staking APR, DAO

decision-making and voting for the project

the purchase of NFTs and artist’s fan tokens. All

proposals, random supplies, distribution, etc.

development. 

Rewards for active groovers who hold a large number
of tokens is higher based on the number of tokens
they are holding ranked as HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW.

The groovers determine which artists appear on the
Artist to Watch feature by popular votes.

artists tokens are paired with Groove.


Buy/sell, NFT and in-app marketplace and future
paid ads.

Multi-Chain Token
Grooveup will launch with Binance smart chain since it has affordable gas fees and robust
blockchain networks. However, the Groove token will be made available in several known
Blockchains using token blockchain bridge system and users (groovers) can access the
token on all chains using the multi-chain inbuilt wallet.

ELEMENTS
MUSIC-fi
Music-fi is a term created by our team to describe the intersection of music streaming
activities and decentralized finance that works in a way to eliminate all financial barriers
between budding and already established artists. With Grooveup Music-fi, streamers and
artists can leverage the blockchain and smart contracts to create wealth for everyone
using the In-app De exchange.

2. Music Streaming
Using the API of popular music streaming platforms like Spotify and Apple Music, groovers
will be able to stream the music of their favourite artists on the Grooveup App.

3. DEX
The decentralized exchange feature in-app currency swap where groovers can buy, sell
and swap tokens with several token pairs. The DEX will also be a platform to stake in
liquidity provider tokens to earn Groove tokens as rewards.

4. MARKETPLACE
The in-app peer2peer marketplace will be used for p2p transactions between artists-fans
and fans-fans. Groovers can buy and sell NFT, artists merchandise, their shares of artists
music, etc.

ELEMENTS
5.DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organisations)
Groovers govern the ecosystem rankings. Voting will be available on the platform for
streamers to choose who appears on the Artists to Watch feature, new features
development, etc.

6.Decentralisation
Unlike typical music streaming platforms where one company holds the power to decide
upon things. We are creating a decentralized music streaming mobile app where fans can
participate in the advancement of the platform. We believe that decentralization is the
future and, we are proud to be at the forefront of this movement in the music streaming
industry.

7.NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN):
Musical Artists NFT is the next big wave that is coming into the crypto space after
Canadian Rapper Tory Lanez sold a track of his music as an NFT for $1,000,000 in 12
minutes. Since then, there has been an increasing number of other artists wanting to
come into the Blockchain NFT space. With the launch of the in-app NFT marketplace,
artists can create, mint and launch their own NFTs in minutes, offering them to interested
fans in the Grooveup marketplace.

REVENUE SOURCE
TOKENOMICS

REVENUE SOURCE
DEX (In-App Money Changer) Fee:
Marketplace:
NFT's sold on the platform will be subject to commission fees.

Commissions from sales of Artists token:
10% of every artist token sold on the platform goes to the platform development wallet.

ARCHITECTURE
Blockchain
We’re utilizing primarily for a start, Binance smart chain to leverage its secure, fast,
reliable and affordable blockchain network. 

To be at the forefront of the Blockchain music stream-to-earn revolution and to
further enhance and promote seamless, affordable and user-friendly streaming
and artists growth experience for both techie and non-techie people, we will be
bringing multichain support for both Groove token and the Music-fi platform.

Token Details
Token name: Groove

Ticker: Groove

Max supply: 1,000,000,000 Groove (Only 25 million pre-minted)

Initial Supply: 25,000,000 Groove

Initial token Support: BEP-20

Additional Token support: Ethereum, Solana, Polkadot, Tron & Cardano.

NFT Details
In-App NFT (Assets) type: Artists music, album, merchandise, etc.

NFT Blockchain Support: Bep-20, Solana, Ethereum, Polkadot and Cardano.

NFT Classification: Varied (Limited Edition and Generic)

Note: The project will not keep track of private keys.

DECENTRALISED FUTURE
We foresee a world where everything music will be decentralized and we are seizing
the opportunity to be at the forefront with Grooveup.

ROADMAP
Q3 2021
* Grooveup founded
* Core team gathering
* Brainstorming research
Q4 2021
* Paper writing
* App UI/UX design
Q1 2022
* App architecture
* Prototype Demo creation
Q2 2022
* Seed and Private Fundraising
* Grooveup MVP development Kick off
* Partnership signing and announcement
of 2 popular artists to be onboarded

Q3 2022
* MVP Design Unveiling
* Development and training
* VCs and funding

Q4 2022
*
*
*
*
*
*

Certifik Audit
Token listing
Groove staking open
MVP launch
Grooveup app version
2 launch with more features

Q1 2023
* Artist token creation launch
* NFT marketplace launch
* Bug Bounty program
Q2 2023
* Integration on other Blockchains
* Ambassadorial deal with 2 most
popular artists of that year.

* System optimisation
Q3 2023
* Revaluation of platform and

partnerships
* Growth, scale into a Unicorn

TEAM
SABAH Younis

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Sabah Younis is a UK Born Fashion and Entertainment Marketing Expert with over 6
years experience and has collaborated on events with celebrities like STORMZY,
BEYONCE. She specialise in marketing co-ordination across all channels including
influencer marketing, communications & PR, events and general digital marketing.
She has worked at several high-profile fashion ecommerce brands including JD
Sports plc, Public Desire & My Protein. During her time at public desire she was
able to position the brands product on Beyoncé for her Ivy Park campaign. She is
incredibly excited to be leading GrooveUp and hopes to build a dedicated team
that can see the vision as she does.

Punith Kumar Baskaran
CTO

Punith is a Blockchain Developer and Defi Expert with over 13 years of experience
working on tech-related products with his team of developers in India. Punith
Confounded Maticz Technologies Limited India with a team of over 34
DevOps.Punith is Experienced in working on the Binance Smart Chain and ERC20. He
will be handling all tech related process of Grooveup.

TEAM
ADÉ

SVP Artist & Business Development

ADÉ (pka Uncle ADÉ) is a Music Business and Music Performance practitioner (and
educator), with over 30 years of experience. Since 2004 he has been involved in
Talent Management & Development, having represented clients who have won
Grammy Awards (Deauxpe - What Now, Rihanna), MOBO Awards (Lisa Maffia, Kele
Le Roc, Raymond & Co, Allyson Brown), GEMA Awards (Raymond & Co), Headie
Awards (Seyi Shay) etc. His expertise is highly sought on international training
programs for prestigious institutes including: University of Westminster (London),
University of West London and The Pop Akademie (Mannheim),

Matej Harangozo
MARKETING MANAGER.

Matej Harangozo is an award winning entrepreneur, music enthusiast, and
innovative technologist. He is a driver of disruption with a track record of
developing cutting-edge platforms and automation protocols.

He built a company “greenNEWit” from the ground up — starting with 0% credit
cards to 50-plus employees and $5 million per year in revenue at its peak. During
the same time, he bought and scaled an international franchise that employed
another 35-plus youth employees in the Baltimore area. A serial

entrepreneur and web/software systems visionary, he is currently co-owner and
managing partner of Codaemon, an e-commerce solutions provider. Through his
quest to help independent artists, producers, DJs, and influencers get noticed, he
created Open Source Entertainment, a record label and music business incubator,
Digital Science Media, its digital marketing arm, along with the fast rising Indie
Artist Accelerator program launched in Dec 2020.

TEAM
UGO IFEZUE

PRODUCT DESIGN LEAD
Ugo Ifezue is Grooveup's product design lead. He is responsible for executing the
design and seamless user experience that makes Grooveup recognisable;
designing features that capture the unique proposition of the brand. He brings his
resourceful background designing products for different global markets. In this
capacity, he facilitates the design of all the company’s products as the company
grows from a “startup” and strives to become a global Entertainment platform

JOAQUIN CARRILLO BOLAÑOS

COMMUNITY GROWTH MANAGER (LATIN AMERICA)
JOAQUIN CARRILLO BOLAÑOS is a Music promoter and showbiz executive of INWAVE Record Label Italy.

He has been actively involed in Artist Management in Latin America, where most
of the Artists he groomed, Like Steven Mesan, have won famous artists of the
New Generation Awards.

JOAQUIN is Joining Grooveup with lots of Enthusiasm to build a strong community
of artists and fans!

ADVISORS
Patrick Murphy

Patrick
Murphy

Patrick T Murphy’s career started out in C-level recruiting and executive search
(accounting, finance and technology) until he founded Blockchain Agility in 2018
and later Agility Launch. He has a passion for all things blockchain. Patrick has a
wealth of experience in consulting, project management, recruiting high-level
executives and business development. He is currently a team member of NFT
Technologies and IBC Group with a focus on investing in the metaverse, nfts, P2E
gaming and related blockchain companies.


Jason Fernandes

Jason
Fernandes

Jason Fernandes is an entrepreneur, blockchain speaker and crypto market
analyst. A professional career beginning at the age of 14 and spanning over two
decades, Fernandes founded crypto media outlet [TokenJay.com](http://
TokenJay.com) , internet portal [ZeoCities.com](http://ZeoCities.com) , and nonprofit LDKids. In 2019, Fernandes was conferred with the Karmaveer Chakra, a
United Nations global civilian award for his work promoting social and financial
inclusion through blockchain technology.

